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Bias and bene�t indued by intra-speies paralogy in guiltby assoiation methods to predit protein funtionLaurent Bréhélin Olivier GasuelLaboratoire d'Informatique, de Robotique et de Miroéletronique de Montpellier,Projet Méthodes et Algorithmes pour la Bioinformatique,UMR 5506 CNRS - Université Montpellier II,161 rue Ada, 34392 MONTPELLIER Cedex 5, FraneSequene homology is a widely used priniple for the funtional annotation of the genes ofnewly sequened genomes. It has been used for years via methods as Blast [1℄ or Pfam [7℄. How-ever, depending of the organism, large portions of genes annot be annotated this way, eitherbeause no homologous genes have been already haraterized, or beause standard tools fail todetet homology when the divergene between sequenes is too large. For example, for Plasmod-ium faliparum (the main ausative agent of Malaria) only ∼40% of the predited genes an beannotated by homology, leaving ∼60% of orphan genes. Nonhomology methods are needed toobtain funtional lues for those orphan genes. Reently, methods based on post-genomi data(mainly gene expression and protein interation data) have been proposed. These are ommonlyreferred as Guilt by Assoiation (GBA) methods. Contrary to sequene homology whih works inan inter-speies way �i.e. genes haraterized in other speies are used to annotate the genes ofthe newly sequened genome�, GBA approahes work in an intra-speies way: the genes alreadyharaterized in the genome �e.g. by diret assay or using homology� help for the annotation ofthe others genes (the guilt by assoiation priniple). Gene expression data are often used, sinegenes with similar transriptomi pro�le are likely to share ommon funtional roles [5℄. In thesame way, protein interation data are also used, sine proteins that share ommon interators arelikely to share ommon funtions [3℄.Part of these new post-genomi methods work in a non-supervised way (e.g. [5, 6℄): �rsta gene lustering algorithm is run on the post-genomi data to luster the genes into severalgroups. Then, in eah luster and for eah potential funtion, a statistial test is applied toompare the proportion of genes annotated with this funtion in the luster, with that in theomplete set of genes. Funtions that appear over-represented in one luster are used to annotatethe unharaterized genes that belong to this luster. Another part of GBA methods work in asupervised way (e.g. [2℄): �rst, based on the post-genomi data of the already haraterized genes,a supervised learning algorithm is run to learn a preditor, i.e. a funtion that takes as input thepost-genomi measurements of a given gene, and outputs one or several funtional preditions forthat gene. This preditor is then used to annotate the unharaterized genes. Other GBA methodsmix several types of post-genomi data with sequene-based information (e.g. presene/absene ofa Pfam domain), but still proeed in a supervised way [4℄. Performane of these GBA annotationmethods is usually assessed by ross-validation on the already haraterized genes.x1 However, all these approahes do not distinguish between genes whih have, or have not,intra-speies homologues (hene paralogues). Homology is a powerful soure of information topredit the (seondary and tertiary) struture of proteins. As prediting the struture of a pro-tein that has an homologue of known struture is by far more easy than when no homologue isknown, we usually distinguish between the two subproblems. Approahes speially designed forone or the other problem are separately developed and tested on appropriate benhmarks. This1



has the advantage both to fully bene�t from homology when it is available, and to avoid mis-evaluating the predition auray. We argue here that suh a distintion should also be appliedto funtional annotation methods, beause not aounting for intra-speies paralogy atually bi-ases the estimate of the method performane. Indeed, we show that 1) funtional similarity andparalogy are losely related, i.e. paralogous genes often share similar kind of funtions; and 2)the proportion of haraterized genes that possess a haraterized paralogue is by far higher thanthat of the unharaterized genes. As a result, the performane omputed by ross-validation onthe haraterized genes is an optimisti estimate of what an be expeted on the unharaterizedgenes.We propose and disuss a orretion proedure aounting for paralogy, whih should be used toproperly estimate the performane of any GBA-based annotation method. We use this proedureto estimate the optimisti bias indued by paralogues on GBA preditors, based on the analysisof Saharomyes erevisiae and Plasmodium faliparum transriptomi data. Next, just as withprotein struture predition, we propose a general sheme that distinguishes between the genesthat have, or have not, a haraterized paralogue. This general sheme learly boosts the aurayof the nearest-neighbor-based supervised method that we use to illustrate our purpose. Althoughthis study is based on partiular organisms, data, and methods, its onlusions should hold forany GBA methods.Referenes[1℄ SF Altshul, W Gish, W Miller, EW Myers, and DJ Lipman. Basi loal alignment searhtool. J Mol Biol, 215(3):403�410, Ot 5 1990.[2℄ Mihael P. S. Brown, William Noble Grundy, David Lin, Nello Cristianini, Charles Sugnet,Terrene S. Furey, Jr. Manuel Ares, and David Haussler. Knowledge-based analysis of miroar-ray gene expression data using support vetor mahines. Proeedings of the National Aademyof Sienes, 1:262�267, 2000.[3℄ C Brun, F Chevenet, D Martin, J Wojik, A Guenohe, and B Jaq. Funtional lassi�ationof proteins for the predition of ellular funtion from a protein-protein interation network.Genome Biology, 5(1), 2003.[4℄ Y Chen and D Xu. Global protein funtion annotation through mining genome-sale data inyeast Saharomyes erevisiae. Nulei Aids Res, 32(21):6414�6424, 2004.[5℄ M B Eisen, P T Spellman, P O Brown, and D Botstein. Cluster analysis and display ofgenome-wide expression patterns. Pro Natl Aad Si USA, 95(25):14863�14868, De 8 1998.[6℄ KG Le Roh, Y Zhou, PL Blair, M Grainger, JK Moh, JD Haynes, P De La Vega, AA Holder,S Batalov, DJ Carui, and EA Winzeler. Disovery of gene funtion by expression pro�lingof the malaria parasite life yle. Siene, 301(5639):1503�1508, Sep 12 2003.[7℄ EL Sonnhammer, SR Eddy, E Birney, A Bateman, and R Durbin. Pfam: multiple sequenealignments and hmm-pro�les of protein domains. Nulei Aids Res, 26(1):320�322, Jan 11998.
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